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CONTACT BRIDGE BY STEVEN BECKER

A Difference of Opinion
West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
+J72
\' A 8 6 2
+9
+AJI083

WEST EAST
+9865 +1043
\'QI0974 \,KJ3
+J53 +AKQI087
+Q +5

SOUTH
+AKQ
\'5
+642
+K97642

The bidding:
West :\'orth East
Pass Pass I +
Pass 5 +
Opening lead - three of diamonds.

vulnerable overcall on the two-level
with a broken suit and three diamond
losers, not to mention the added dan-
ger of partner's previous pass.
But Kay, whose tendency was to
bid rather than pass in doubtful situ-
ations, certainly called the turn right
when he ventured two clubs. He was
promptly raised to five and easily
made six.
If we exchange the North and
West cards - both players had
passed at their first opportunity and
might have held either hand - it
demonstrates the danger implicit in
the overcall. In that case, Kay would
have been doubled at two clubs and
nicked for 800 points.
Of course, one hand doesn't prove
a theory, and a two-club bid might or
might not be right in the long run --
I personally favor two clubs, despite
the risk - but there is no doubt that

This deal occurred in a mateh Kay hit the target on this occasion.
between Canada and the United The difference in philosophies
States and raises a question about the was clearly demonstrated when the
wisdom and efficacy of a vulnerable bidding at the second table, with
overcall on the two-level. Canada now North-South, went:
When Edgar Kaplan and Norman West North East South
Kay held the North-South cards for Pass Pass I + Pass
the U.S., Kay bid two clubs over I \' Pass 2 + All Pass
East's opening one-diamond bid. The U.S. pair went down one at
There would unquestionably be a two diamonds on a hand where their
difference of opinion among experts opponents were laydown for six
about whether one should make a clubs and yet never uttered a peep!

Tomorrow: A wise choice of plays.
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9 5 6 3
2 8 5 4

6 1
3 9 6
7 1 4 2

9 2 1
5 8

4 6 1 9
3 2 1 7
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CROSSWORD
By THOMAS JOSEPH
ACROSS 45 Flower
1 Map part
region

5 "Wild!" DOWN
11 "It's -!" 1 Hits with a

(proud ray gun
parents' 2 Clarinet
phrase) cousin

12 Scaly pet 3 Washing-
13 Tiny ton

opening setting
14 Singer 4 Needle

Brook part
15 Harden 5 Bran
16 English offering

county 6 Reps
17 Core 7 Little one
19 Spotted 8 Bran bit
22 Like a 9 First

blood- nurnero
hound 10 Shoe

24 Get a goal shade
26 Composer 16 Singer

Charles Starr
27 Luau 18 "Born

dance Free" lion
28 Monument

Valley
sights

30Croc's
cousin

31 Bank acct. 13

addition
32 "-the

Raven ..."
34 Roadster
35 Angled

pipe
38 Sartre

play
41 Harry

Belafonte
hit

42 Whole
43 Capital on

a fjord 42

44 Movie ad 1-44--+-+---+--+----1f--
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15
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31
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H$I? BLOCK, THIS IS
CHAI?LiE BI?OWN. YES,

THAT'S I?EALLY MY NAME
AND BELIEVE ME, I'VE

HEAI?D ALL THE JOKES...

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, April 11,2012:
You have changed in a profound way. This transformation will start
to appear in different areas of your life, even as superficially as how
you look or project yourself. Others will adiust, though you might
lose a friend or two who cannot accept the new you. If you are
single, you attract quite an assortment of characters. Whomever
you choose to be with will make you quite happy, at least for now.
If you are attached, the two of you act like new lovers. Optimism
surrounds your relationship. CAPRICORN can be demanding.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-ApriI19) **** Your take-charge attitude saves

-.o!!lrllEil the day. Your intuition plays a significant role in your decision-
making process. The unexpected forces you to regroup more than
once. By now, the unexpected is expected. Tonight: You could go to

_ the wee hou rs.
TAURUS (ApriI20-May 20) **** Talk directly with a partner
instead of leaving a message. Your high energy makes all the
difference in how you interact with others. You could carry on until
the wee hours. Tonight: Keep your insights and opinions to yourself.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) **** Defer to others, as ultimately
you will have less on your plate. A brainstorming session later in the
day brings you insight and direction. You know you can work with
this oerson. so allow a natural bondinz to occur. A friend acts in an
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Tuesday's unlisted clue: ERROR

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions -
forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.
Wednesday's unlisted clue hint: Early Period of Human Culture

Ashstone Firestone Mudstone Stoned
Axstone Gallstone Oilstone Stoney
Capstone Gemstone Potstone Sunstone
Dry stone Keystone Redstone
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THE FAMILY CIRCUS
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"Should I start thinkin' about what
to write on my Christmas list?"

Pickles

NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $4.75 (check/m.o.) to
Thomas Joseph Book 1, P.O.Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Lockhorns

"THI6 WEDDING REGI6TRY WOOL..DBE 6HORTER
=: .::i'-'*~. IF THEY J06T L..I6TEDWHAT THEY DON'T WANT."

unexpected manner. Tonight: Continue a talk.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) ***** Others step forward and
share a problem. Listen to news and know that more information
of the same nature could be forthcoming. Do more listening
than talking. A boss or someone you look up to acts in a most
unpredictable manner. Tonight: The only answer is "yes."
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) **** Your creativity and energy, when
funneled properly, could make a big difference. Use your abilities to
the max, and consider an opportunity once more. You might see it a
lot differently this time. Tonight: Put your feet up.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) **** You might suffer from sleep
deprivation this morning. This will pass, and quickly at that. Your
imagination and creativity will soar by the afternoon. At this
point take on what you want. Trust your instincts. Tonight: Take a
midweek break.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) **** Your sense of direction could
define the morning. Use that period to the max, when the Force is
with you. By the afternoon, some quiet work or yoga will help you
gain an even bigger perspective. Tonight: Make it early.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) **** Understand what is
happening behind the scenes. How you see a situation could
change dramatically. Be sensitive to someone who frequently makes
you nervous. Find out what is going on with this person. Tonight:
Han« out.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) **** Use the morning to
the max. By the afternoon, your interest could change; you might
become a little flighty. Let go and do what you want. Extremes are
likely to play into what happens. Your energy will surge as a result of
this change of pace. Tonight: Your treat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) **** You move slowly into a
new venture, relationship and/or commitment. Wondering what
lies ahead is normal. If you do not take a risk, you will end up with
nothing. It's an excellent idea to debate the pros and cons, but
know that eventually a decision will be necessary. Tonight: Act like
the world is your oyster.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) **** Meetings in the morning
seem to give you a sense of direction. Still, your follow-through
could be flawed, which is unusual. The bottom line might be that
you need some time off. Why not go with an offer rather than fight
City Hall! Tonight: What would be best for yOU!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) **** Say what you want. Do what
you want. Trust in your abilities to move a project forward. You have
the ability to hit a home run if you so choose. Listen to associates,
but follow through on what you think might be best. Tonight:
Where the action is.
BORN TODAY
Dancer Joel Grey (1932), film director Vincent Gallo (1961), singer
Joss Stone (1987)
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